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Accommodation:
One can stay at the artists’ home, folk art centre
or in a guest house in Pingla. There are hotels in
Balichak as well.





Bengal Patachitra received GI status in 2018.

Patachitra is a unique folk tradition of visual storytelling accompanied by 
songs performed by the Patuas. Stories are painted on long scrolls by the 
painters known as Chitrakars (family surname) who gradually unfurl them 
while narrating. Patachitra has drawn the attention and interest of artists, 
art connoisseurs and art researchers and has been nationally and 
internationally acclaimed as a very interesting style of painting. To some, 
Patachitra is the precursor of modern day animation.

The word Pata comes from the Sanskrit word Patta that means “a piece of 
cloth” and Chitra refers to painting. The songs are known as Pater Gaan 
which are passed down orally to next generations. Traditionally, the 
Patuas would travel from village to village, singing and displaying the 
scrolls to earn a living.

Patachitra is known for its bold colours, lines and strokes. The multilayer 
communication in Patachitra includes strong visual and lucid audio 
messages which not only enliven the traditional stories but is also used to 
communicate the social issues.

The Patachitra scrolls come in varied sizes from one to one and half feet in 
width and three to twenty ve feet in length depending on the narratives. 
Sometimes the two ends are attached to two bamboo sticks.

Patas or scroll painting is one of the earliest art forms in Bengal and started 
with the most ancient peoples of the Austro Asiatic culture. The early 
reference of the people practicing this art form is found in 
Brahmabaivartha Purana. Patuas, according to the text, were the 
descendents of the supreme artist Lod Viswakarma and his wife Ghritachi. 
Patuas were living in Bengal among Austro-Asiatic people and later 
known as Chitrakars. 









Leading artists  like late Gurupada Chitrakar and Anwar Chitrakar have 
won National award. Amit Chitrakar, Rahim Chitrakar, Ruma Chitrakar, 
Jhuma Chitrakar, Ajay Chitrakar, Rupban (Swarna) Chitrakar, Sambhu 
Chitrakar,  Chandan Chitrakar, Putul Chitrakar, Jahuran Chitrakar, Hajera 
Chitrakar, Meena Chitrakar and many other artists have won state level 
award. 

Swarna Chitrakar, Manu Chitrakar, Monimala Chitrakar, Rahim Chitrakar, 
Moyna Chitrakar, Jaba Chitrakar, Suman Chitrakar, Rupsana Chitrakar,  
Sonali Chitrakar, Mamoni Chitrakar, Hajera Chitrakar, Sonia Chitrakar, 
Yakub Chitrakar, Sushama Chitrakar have travelled to places like UK, 
France, USA, Italy, Lithuania, China, Germany, Hungary, Sweden, 
Denmark to showcase their art from.
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he raw materials used to make a piece of traditional Patachitra 

Tpaintings are: papers, cloths, adhesive and natural colour extracted 
from fruits, flowers, vegetable, leaves and mud. The artists extract red 

colour from Saffron, blue from Aparajita, White from Kusum Mati, green 
from runner beans or brown from Teak leaves. Gum from wood apple is 
extracted in a coconut shell and mixed with natural colours and kept in 
the bright sunlight to darken. 

Some of the natural colours and their origin Some of the natural colours and their origin 

Black (soot)
Previously a source of black soot was from oil lamps, cooking 
res, burnt rice grains or burning bamboo. Now a more modern 
method is from scraping the soot out of dirty lorry exhaust pipes 
with a stick. 
The soot is collected in a plastic bag.

Red (Segun/Teak)
The new leaves of Segun tree are selected and plucked.

Blue (Aparajita)
The blue ower whose name means 'Lady who cannot be 
defeated' grows prolically as a creeper and the petals are 
plucked.

Brown (Teak/Segun)
The matured leaves of Segun are collected.

White (Kusum Mati)
Kusum Mati is a special type of clay and only the whiter stones 
are used in order to produce the white colour.

Red (Pan/betel leaf, Churi/lime, Khayer/Catec hu)
These are mostly bought from the market to make a red colour. 
The ingredients are crushed together and the colour extracted.

Green (Kundri)
The leaves of Kurdri are used to make the green paint. The 
leaves are collected and crushed by a pestle.

Yellow (Turmeric)
Turmeric is a plant in the ginger family. Its roots are the source of 
a bright yellow spice and dye. The Patuas use this plant to 
produce the yellow colour.

Red – Jafran/ Lotkon
The seeds are used to extract colour. The seeds grow in spiky 
pods which grow in clusters at the top of the tree.
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the
product









7.
heritage 
education 

Schools from district and cities visit Naya as part of their field tours, learning 

about the history, process and natural colour making. International students,  

scholars and professors also visit the hub. The artists also take part in heritage 

education at district and state level schools. Renowned Patua Swarna 

Chitrakar has also taken part in heritage education programme with students 

of Grinell College, Ohio, USA. 



8.
exchange-
collaboration

Exchange and 

collaboration with 

international 

institutions/ artists 

gave excellent 

exposure to the 

Patachitra artists.  

The artists have also 

traveled to different 

countries of Europe, 

South Asia and USA.



he artists of Pingla celebrate their annual 3-day festival "POT 

TMaya" since 2010 in the 3rd weekend of November. House in the 

village transforms into an art gallery. Visitors can interact with the 

artists, get to know about the stories behind their paintings, learn 

about the ways to extract natural colours and paint and collect 

some marvellous art works.

9.
the

festival

9.
the

festival

While in Pingla, one can visit the Folk Art Centre built with the 
support of West Bengal Khadi & Village Industries Board, which 
houses the award winning artefacts from the hub and know more 
about the craft of Patachitra.
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11.
directory

rcchbengal@gmail.com
91 9932851321

Anwar Chitrakar
+91 9733700769

Mamoni Chitrakar
+91 9932170077

Bahadur Chitrakar
+91 9734536388

Rani Chitrakar
+91 9609066351

Dukhushyam Chitrakar
+91 9933542873

Rahim Chitrakar (Treasurer)
+91 9932356176

Rupsana Chitrakar
+91 9832592732

Jaba Chitrakar
+91 8509477383

Sonali Chitrakar
+91 9126144489

Amit Chitrakar (President)
+91 9733737318

Swarna Chitrakar
+91 9732799107

Manu Chitrakar
+91 9732731776

Manimala Chitrakar
+91 9800009556

Montu Chitrakar (Secretary)
+91 9733521335

Hajera Chitrakar
+91 9732996273
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